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1. Introduction 

The aim of this contribution is to examine the strategies used to integrate loanwords into 
the morphological structure of Fula. Languages use different strategies to integrate 
borrowings into their phonological or morphological system. Out of the three well-known 
strategies of integration of borrowed nouns into a noun class system (Heine 1968:136)—
automatic, phonological or semantic allocation—two are attested in Fula. They are automatic 
and phonological allocation. However, traces of semantic allocation are visible even in 
automatic allocation in the assignment of borrowed nouns to plural classes. There is no 
evidence in Fula for a ‘waystation noun class’ (Eastman 1991) that hosts borrowed nouns 
until they become completely integrated into the noun class system. Such a two-staged class 
assignment has been proposed for Bantu languages (but see Pasch and Strauch 1997). 
Nevertheless, on morphological grounds, different stages of integration can be distinguished. 

The variety of Fula chosen here is Pular, which is spoken in the Fuuta Jaloo region of 
Guinea. The Pular speakers (also known under the self-term Fulƃe, or the anglicized version 
Fula), from whom most of my data were collected, have been in contact with Mande speaking 
societies for a very long time, far earlier than when they came to the plateau of Fuuta Jaloo, 
i.e. from the time of the Ghanaian empire in the 8th to 13th century (Delafosse 1912), until 
now. On the basis of data from the Fuuta Jaloo, consisting mainly of Mande loanwords, three 
stages of integration of loanwords into the noun class system can be identified: integration 
through the reanalysis of loanword endings as a genuine Fula noun class, integration without 
reanalysis, and the use of the class of humans. In other varieties of Fula roughly similar 
integration strategies have been suggested (see Labatut (1983: 41-67) for the Adamawa 
variety, and Pamanta (2000: 133-151) for what he called Mali Fulfulde). Another aspect of 
the analysis concerns the distribution of loanwords across noun classes. The challenge is to 
establish the degree to which noun classes are being lost, and to assess their productivity in 
the borrowed words, in comparison with their use with native Pular words. I will first present 
the morphological structure of Fula and Mande languages in section 1.1. Then I will examine 
the mechanisms of integration in section 2, and finally the structure of the integrated 
loanwords will be studied and compared with those of the original Pular word in section 3. 
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Most of the data presented here were collected during my fieldwork in Guinea1 on seven Mande 
languages which are spoken in Guinea and Mali: Garanke, Kakkaƃe, Jaxanka, Jalunka, 
Maninka, Mixifore and Soso. Data from the Bambara language were given to me by Raimund 
Kastenholz. Secondary data for the other languages, were taken from the following sources: 
Soninke (Bathily and Meillassoux 1975; Girier 1996), Bambara (Bazin 1906), Soso (Friedländer 
1974; Touré 2004; Raimbault 1885) and Maninka (Grégoire 1986; Friedländer 1992; Camara 
1999).  

1.1. Morphological structure of Pular words 

The canonical structure of Pular nouns is bimorphemic, as is generally the case in all 
varieties of Fula. This is shown in (1). A noun is composed of a stem plus a nominal class-
marking suffix. Most class suffixes are organized into singular-plural pairings, as exemplified in 
(2): 
 
(1)    
 
 
 

(2) Singular  Plural Gloss 
 m aw-ba  m aw-ƌi  ‘elephant’ 
 ƃer-nde  ƃer-ƌe ‘breast’ 
 m bod-di  boll-e ‘serpent’ 
 son-ndu  coll-i ‘bird’ 
 don-ngal  doll-e ‘charge’ 
 naa-nge2  - ‘sun’ 
 cur-ki  - ‘smoke’ 
 pay-kun  pay-koy ‘child’ 
 lan-ƌan  - ‘salt’ 

 
Nonfinite verb forms also have a bimorphemic structure, with a verbal stem followed by 

the infinitive class suffixes -gol or -de:  
 

(3) wind(u)-gol/-de  ‘to write/writing’ 
 hoyƌ(u)-gol/-de  ‘to dream/dreaming’ 
 janng(u)-gol/-de  ‘to read, to learn/reading, learning’ 
 dog(u)-gol/-de  ‘to run/running’ 

 
There are 24 noun class suffixes in the Fuuta-Jaloo variety of Fula (Pular). The mappings 

between singular and plural suffixes are shown in Table 1.  
 

                                                   
1 This contribution is part of a larger project sponsored by the German Research Foundation (Deutsche 

Forschungsgemeinschaft DFG) and the University of Frankfurt.  
2 Words like naange and curki exist only in the singular. 

Stem + class suffix 
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Table 1: Overview of Fula (Pular?) noun class suffixes 

singular 

-ɗo -m ba 
-ɗun 
-ndu 
-nge 
-ngol 
-ngu 
-ko 
-kol 

-ɗan 
-nde 
-ndi 
-ngal 
-ngii 
-ngo 
-ngol 
-ki 
-ka 

-ngel 
-kun 

plural -ɓe -ɗi -ɗe -koy 
 

The different allomorphs of these suffixes, as well as their approximate semantic 
groupings are presented in Table 2: 
 

Table 2: Allomorphs of Pular noun classes and their semantics3 
Suffix grades Noun class  Numb

er 
Semantic category 

1 2 3 4  
-m ba sg. animals, objects, abstracts -a -wa -ba -m ba 
-ƃe pl.  human -ƃe -ƃe -ƃe -ƃe 
-ƌan sg.  liquids -an -jan -ƌan -ƌan 
-ƌe pl.  animals, objects and abstracts -e -je -ƌe -ƌe 
-ƌi pl.  animals, objects and abstracts -i -ji -ƌi -ƌi 
-ƌo sg. human -o -jo -ƌo -ƌo 
-ƌun sg. neutral -un -jun -ƌun -ƌun 
-nde sg. animals, round objects, abstracts -re -re -de -nde 
-ndi sg. big animals, objects and abstracts -ri -ri -di -ndi 
-ndu sg. birds, hidden things or places, abstracts -ru -ru -du -ndu 
-ngal sg.  augmentative for wooden objects, animals -al -wal -gal -ngal 
-nge sg. restricted to nag-ge ‘cow’, hee-ge ‘hunger’, 

and naa-nge ‘sun’ 
-e -we -ge -nge 

-ngel sg.  diminutive for humans, objects or abstracts  -el -wel -gel -ngel 
-ngii (-ngil)4 sg. augmentative for insects -ii -wii -gii -ngii 
-ngo sg. animals, objects and abstracts -o -wo -go -ngo 
-ngol sg. infinitive, long objects -ol -wol -gol -ngol 
-ngu (-ku)  sg. animals, object and abstracts -u -wu -gu -ngu 
-ka sg. object and abstracts -a -ha -ka -ka 
-kal pl.  uncountable -al -hal -kal -kal 
-ki sg. trees, plants -i -hi -ki -ki 
-ko pl.  grass -o -ho -ko -ko 
-kol sg. only for young cow -ol -hol -kol -kol 
-koy pl.  diminutive for humans, objects or abstracts -oy -hoy -koy -koy 
-kun sg.  diminutive for humans, objects or abstracts -un -hun -kun -kun 

 
With the exception of -ƃe, all class suffixes have allomorphs, also called alternation 

grades, resulting from initial sound alternation. For example, a class suffix like -mba can have 
different forms or grades: -mba, -ba, -wa and -a. The grade which can be selected is lexically 

                                                   
3 Languages of the Atlantic group, unlike those of the Bantu family, have no unified standard class 

suffix numbers. More examples and further information are found in Wilson (2007) among others. 
4 This class also has the semantic category ‘augmentative’ and is used for words that do not occur with 

-ngal in the neutral singular e.g. leg-gal ‘tree, wood’, leg-gii/(-gil) ‘big or enormous tree, wood’. 
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specified as illustrated by the example of the stem maw- ‘elephant’ modified by various 
adjectives: 
 

(4) maw-ba ƴeru-mba ‘frightened elephant’ 
 maw-ba laƴoo-wa  ‘limping elephant’ 
 maw-ba lah-a  ‘black elephant’ 

 
For more details on the morphology of Fula, see e.g. Klingenheben (1963), Arnott (1970), 

Sylla (1982), Aliou (1985), Paradis (1992) and Diallo (2000). 

2. Mechanisms of integration of Mande loanwords 

The number of Mande languages with which Pular is or was in contact is enormous. My 
data stem from many of these languages which are spoken in Guinea or on its immediate 
borders. Because of the diversity of sources and the existence of cognates in many of the 
donor languages, I could not find a reliable criterion for discerning the exact source language. 
In (5), some words from Mande languages which are borrowed into Pular are given with a 
Mande language in which they are attested, without claiming that this is the actual donor 
language. This convention is followed throughout the paper. 
 
(5) nákɔ̀  (Maninka)   ‘orchard’ 
 fárá  (Maninka)  ‘plain along a river’ 
 kòlòn (Maninka)  ‘well’ 
 dòlò  (Maninka)  ‘beer’ 
 ñàrí  (Soso)  ‘cat’ 

 
Most relevant for the analysis are the semantic and phonological features of loanwords, 

which determine which noun class they fall into when integrated into Pular. 
 
Mande languages are not noun class languages as Atlantic languages are.5 Unlike in 

Atlantic languages, nouns in Mande languages are monomorphemic. This feature is one of the 
salient differences between the two language families. The main question is then what internal 
word structure is attributed to Mande nouns to make them fit into the bimorphemic Pular 
word structure. The first option is to integrate these nouns into one of the Pular noun classes, 
as evident through the appearance of agreement markers, but without the suffixation of a class 
marker to the noun itself. In this case, the borrowed word retains the monomorphemic 
structure of the source language. The class suffix appears in concordance and in the plural. 
Examples are given below in (6) with kofon (sg.) vs. kofon-ji (pl.): 
 

(6) a.  kofon m o   suuƌ-uƌaa  on yalt-it-ii 
  secret REL  hide-2SG.SBJ DET come out-ITER-PERF 
  ‘the secret you have hidden has come out’ 

 
 

(6) b. kofon-ji  ƌ i   suuƌ-uƌaa  ƌ i n  yalt-it-ii 
  secret-CL.PL  REL  hide-2SG.SBJ DET come out-ITER-PERF 
  ‘the secrets you have hidden have come out’ 

Some of the nouns which follow this integration pattern are listed in (7) below. 
 

                                                   
5 Vydrin (1994) argues in favour of traces of nominal classification in Soninke. 
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(7) Mande 
form6 

 Pular 
form 

agreement 
marker  

Pular gloss 

 fìná (Maninka) fina  (on) ‘a kind of cosmetic’ 
 kólòn7  kolon  ‘well’ 
 m èyá  (Garanke) m eeyaa (on) ‘appetite, hunger’ 
 m élì  (Soso) eli (on) ‘poison’ 
 nàkó (Maninka) naakoo (on) ‘fruit orchard’ 
 dòló  (Maninka) dolo (on) ‘traditional beer’ 
 ɲàrí (Soso) ɲaari - ‘cat’ 
 sàaxá (Soso) saaka - ‘ram’ 
 sònsólì (Soso) sonsoli - ‘mosquito’ 
 dám bè (Garanke)  dam m be - ‘dignity’ 
 gúnndò (Soso) gunndoo (on) ‘secret’ 
 tanaa  (Soso) tanaa on ‘the disaster’ 
 kooraa  kooraa on8 ‘the kora’ 
 fanda  (Garanke)  fannda on  ‘provisions for the road’ 
 bara  (Garanke) bara  on ‘the dance place’ 
 kofon   kofon on  ‘the treason’ 
 m eli  m eli on  ‘the poison’ 
 dennaboo  (Garanke)  dennaboo  on ‘the naming ceremony’ 
 naakoo  naakoo on ‘fruit orchard’ 
 bonfo  (Soso) bonfo on ‘the (hunters) bag’ 
 dolo   dolo on  ‘the traditional beer’ 

 
The Pular form of the nouns above have neither noun class suffixes nor a bimorphemic 

morphological structure in the singular generic form. Most of these nouns are also integrated 
into Pular without any morphological change, the only exception being tones, which are not 
attested in Fula.9 Their membership in the class of humans can be seen in the concordance. In 
the plural they get one of the plural class suffixes for things, -ƌe or -ƌi. Here are some 
examples with the definite article on and some of its allomorphs in the concordance: 
 
(8) a. kooraa  tosook-o  m o sooduƌ-aa  on ko kiƌƌ-o  

  kora little-CL REL buy-PERF.2SG DEF be old-CL 
  ‘the little kora10 (which) you bought is an old one’ 

 
(8) b. kofon m o rondiƌ-on on  o  yant-ay e m on 

  treason REL bear-PST.2PL DEF it fall-FUT on you 
  ‘your treason will fall down on you (yourself)’ 

 
(8) c. yim -ƃe m an-ii  oo   dennaboo ƌiƌaƃ-o  

  people-CL comment-PST DEM naming second-CL  
 

  sakkitaa-ƌo waƌeede  
  last-CL do 
  ‘people have commented on the second and last naming ceremony’ 

                                                   
6 Tones are not marked in most of the data from secondary sources. 
7 Previously indicated source languages will not be repeated.  
8 This word is attested in Garanke, Kakkaɓe, Soso, Jalunka and Maninka and in most other Mande 

languages. 
9 The amount and diversity of the data posed problems of presentation with regard to tones. Some 

languages, such as Maninka, Soso, Jaxanka etc., have tones, while others, such as Jalunka (Lüpke 
2005) have lost them. Also most of the existing sources on these languages do not mark tones; for 
instance, Bazin (1906), Camara (1999), Bathily and Meillassoux (1975) etc. In the presentation of 
examples, tones are marked as they appear in the source (mainly from my own data collection). 

10 A kora is built from a large calabash cut in half and covered with cow skin to make a resonator, and 
has a notched bridge like a lute or guitar. (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kora_(instrument). 
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Some borrowed nouns follow a different integration pattern as exemplified in (9) these 
nouns do not get a class suffix in the singular. However, the agreement marker is based on the 
phonetic similarity between their final syllable and existing Pular noun class suffixes (the 
main forms of the agreement markers, which become nasalised as definite articles, are given 
in parentheses). 
 

(9) Mande 
form 

 Pular 
form  

Agreement 
marker  

Gloss 

 taande (Soso) taande  (nden) ‘forge’ 
 tannde (Soso) tannde (nden) ‘courtyard’ 
 ndanka (B am bara) ndanka  (kan) ‘ground, river bed’ 
 janfa (Soso) janfa  (kan) ‘imposture11, treason, betrayal/betray’  
 sonko (Soso) sonko  (ngon) ‘scream, quarrel’ 
 m batu (Garanke)  m ba-u  (ngun) ‘gathering, meeting’ 
 kafu (Jaxanka) kafu  (ngun) ‘payment of contribution’ 

 
The apparent morphological regularity of words like taande and tannde makes them 

resemble genuine Pular nouns instead of loanwords. Apart from the fact that they occur 
mainly in the Fuuta Jaloo variety of Fula (see Zoubko 1996), there are strong arguments for 
considering them as loanwords. The first argument can be drawn from the existence of 
productive locative noun formation using composition with dé ‘place’ in Soso (Touré 2004), 
leading to the formation of locative nouns in the donor language (Soso). The following 
examples are some Soso constructions of this kind (Touré 2004:19): 
 

(10)  bákí-dé ‘embarkation area’ 
 dàn-dé ‘stag’ 
 dɔ̀xɔ̀-dé ‘seat, residence’ 
 gòrò-dé ‘debarkation area’ 
 mìnì-dé ‘gate (outgoing area)’ 
 sáa-dé ‘bed’ 
 sóo-dé ‘entrance’ 
 tìi-dé ‘stop’ 
 wálí-dé ‘working place’ 
 xìi-dé ‘bedroom’ 

 
The second argument comes from the receiving language. The two words taande and 

tannde, unlike structurally similar genuine Pular words (such as tiinde ‘forehead’, daande 
‘neck’, waande ‘termite hill’ etc.), either have no plural use (taande) or use atypical 
pluralization strategies (tannde/tanndee-ji). Furthermore, no other related derivations or 
common paradigms of word formation in Pular, for example for categories like diminutive 
and augmentative, are attested for taande, although they exist for tannde. 

                                                   
11There is a semantic extension of this word in Fula, so that besides the meaning ‘treason, 

betrayal/betray’, ‘imposture’ is also expressed with the same word. 
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Table 3: Paradigm of taande-like words in Pular 
Singular Plural dim.1 dim.2 dim.pl. aug.1 aug.2 
       
daa-nde daa-ƌe daa-ngel daa-kun daa-koy daa-ngal daa-ngii 
waa-nde baa-ƌe baa-ngel baa-kun baa-koy baa-ngal baa-ngii 
tii-nde tii-ƌe tii-ngel tii-kun tii-koy tii-ngal tiingii  
       
taande *taandee-

ji 
- - - - - 

tannde tanndee-
ji 

tannde-wel tannde-hun tannde-hoy tannde-wal tannde-
wii 

 
In addition, words like taande and tannde cannot be analysed as having the bimorphemic 

structure characteristic of Pular nouns, despite the fact that their ending looks like a noun 
class suffix (-nde in the present case). The apparent suffix does not alternate with the 
corresponding plural suffix in the same paradigmatic position, but the plural is rather formed 
by the suffixation of the plural suffix -ji to the stem ending in -nde. As one can see in the table 
above, genuine Fula nouns like waa-nde do not behave in this fashion, but replace the 
singular class suffix -nde with the plural class suffix -ƌe. In conclusion, the apparent binary 
morphological structure of loanwords like taande and tannde in the singular, with a noun 
class-like ending, is misleading. The loanwords adopting this integration strategy retain a 
simplex structure. This is why the attempt to proceed to a paradigmatic substitution of the 
apparent singular noun class suffix (-nde) with free noun class suffixes of Pular (diminutive, 
augmentative etc.) is not successful.  

Furthermore, the cultural (mostly religious) and historical aspects of the Fula dominance 
over the Mande are recent. Before the installation of an Islamic state in this area (around 
1725), which gave power to the Fula, those first nomadic Fula, named Pulli, had been 
dominated by the then powerful Soso group in the Fuuta Jaloo for nearly five centuries—
since the middle of the 13th century. Vydrine (this volume) proposes an alternative perspective 
of the directionality of borrowing for taande and tannde. He considers that these words (and 
also punne among others) are actually borrowed from Pular into the diverse Mande languages, 
where they lost their noun class suffixes and were reanalyzed as monomorphemic nouns, just 
retaining some phonological similarity. I would like to argue that at least taande and tannde 
are more plausibly loanwords originating in a Mande language, as the morphological evidence 
suggests. 

A glance at the left column of (9) shows that the final sounds (a single phoneme) or sound 
sequences of the Mande words are identical with the noun class suffixes of the right column. 
This similarity leads speakers to reanalyse those final sounds (a vowel or an entire syllable) as 
the noun class markers which resemble them phonologically in Pular. They will appear in the 
concordance system of that loanword. This process will be termed here a morphological 
reanalysis. This phenomenon can only be achieved if the semantics of the noun class is 
compatible with that of the stem of the loanword. If there is no compatibility, then reanalysis 
does not take place and the concordance takes place into the default class, -ƌo i.e. that of 
‘human’ like in (11) above. 
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(11) Mande wrong  suffix gloss  
 loanword etymology    
 koore (Soso) *koo-r e (nde) ‘floor’ 
 ɲaari (Soso) *ɲaar-i  (ndi ) ‘cat’ 
 saabi12 (Soso) *saab-i  (ndi ) ‘key’ 
 m batula (Garanke) *m batul-a  (ka)  ‘agent’ 
 kannatege (Soso) kannate-g e  (ng e)  ‘inflammation of finger’ 
 foro (Maninka) *for-o   (ng o , ko)  ‘struma’ 
 kom o (Garanke) *kom -o  (ng o, ko)  ‘naive’ 
 suntu (Soso) *sunt-u (ng u) ‘orchard’ 
 m buru (Jaxanka) *m bur-u  (ng u)  ‘bread’ 

 
The phonetic analogies above do not automatically lead to a morphological reanalysis of 

the final sounds as noun class markers. There are, however, no morphological or phonological 
constraints which forbid such a reanalysis, either in the syllable shape or at the phonotactic 
level (for the primacy of such formal constraints in the integration of loanwords into Bantu 
noun class systems see Demuth 2000). In the following table it is shown how morphological 
reinterpretation is hindered by the semantic features of potential noun classes, which 
otherwise would phonologically match the loanwords.  
  

Table 4: Semantic selection and limits of reinterpretation 
Loanword semantic features  effect 
 of loanwords of potential noun classes, candidates 

for reinterpretation 
 

koore (Soso) ‘floor’ nde ‘animals, round objects, abstracts’ no matching 
ɲaari (Soso) ‘cat’ ndi ‘big animals, objects and 

abstracts’ 
ki ‘trees, plants’ 

no matching 

saabi13 (Soso) ‘key’ ndi ‘big animals, objects and 
abstracts’ 
ki ‘trees, plants’ 

no matching 

mbatula (Garanke) ‘agent’ mba ‘animals, objects, abstracts’ 
ka object abstracts’ 

no matching 

kannatege (Soso) ‘inflammation 
of finger’ 

nge restricted to nag-ge ‘cow’, hee-ge 
‘hunger’, and naa-nge ‘sun’ 
ƌe ‘plural’ for things 

no matching 

foro (Maninka) ‘head’ ƌo ‘human’ 
ngo ‘animals, objects and abstracts’ 
ko ‘grass’ 

no matching 

komo (Garanke) ‘naive’ ƌo ‘human’ 
ngo ‘animals, objects and abstracts’ 
ko ‘grass’ 

semantic matching 
only with ƌo 

suntu (Soso) ‘orchard’ ngu ‘animals, object and abstracts’ no matching 
mburu (Jaxanka) ‘bread’ ngu ‘animals, object and abstracts’ no matching 

 
All of these nouns take the noun class of human -ƌo as a default class, without additional 
phonological or morphological changes. There is a large range of loanwords which integrate 
in the same way. Such words bear no suffixes in the generic singular form. There are also a 
few indigenous Pular words (mainly of closed word classes) which behave in the same way. If 
                                                   
12 This word stems from Portuguese chave and presumably came through Mande languages into Fula. 

Most of the other Fula varieties do not have this word. Their speakers use the word sottirgal.  
13 This word stems from Portuguese chave and presumably came through Mande languages into Fula. 

Most of the other Fula varieties do not have this word. Their speakers use the word sottirgal.  
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those loanwords are specified or in plural form, they take a suffix and then follow the 
bimorphemic structure of the binary basic shape of Pular words. Examples of the last category 
of integration as well as of generic use can be seen below (12 and 13): 
 

(12) Generic Singular With a definite article  
 bete (Soso) betee-jo  betee-jo  on ‘the generous’ 
 kakkala (Soso) kakkalaa-jo  kakkalaa-jo  on ‘the buffoon’ 
 sonsoli (Soso) sonsoli-wi i  sonsoli-wi i  ng i i  ‘the mosquito’ 
 bonnga (Soso) bonnga-wi i   bonnga-wi i  ng i i  ‘the Bonga fish’ 
 buubaajulu (Garanke)  buubaajulu-wol   buubaajulu-wol  ng ol   ‘the large intestine 
 gooki (Soso) gookii-r u gookii-r u ndun ‘the baboon’ 
 dunnge (Soso) dunngee-r e dunngee-r e nden ‘the beehive’ 
 punne (Soso) punnee-r e punnee-r e nden ‘the mushroom’ 
 bugu (Bambara) buguu-r u  buguu-r u ndun ‘the barrack’ 

 
Some examples of generic use are:  

(13) a. bete  juh-et-aake  
  generous surprise-FUT-NEG 
  ‘A generous person cannot be taken by surprise.’ 

 
(13) b. kakkala  wirt- ay giƌ-o  e  gañ-o  
  buffoon deride-FUT  friend-CL  and  enemy-CL  
  ‘A buffoon derides (both) friend and enemy.’  

 
 
These are two proverbs meaning that one always gets something to eat from generous 

people, and that the (bad) character is dangerous for everybody. The noun bete is used in a 
generic sense; it does not refer to a specific person. 

 
Accordingly, in the singular form, there are three categories of integration strategy 

available: 
 
(14)  (i) Loanwords without noun class suffix; agreement marker from human class 

(ii) Loanwords without noun class suffix; agreement marker bears phonetic
 resemblance to the final syllable of the stem is used if the semantics of the class is 
not violated 

(iii) Loanwords where a noun class suffix may (in the case of specific use) or may not  
 (in the case of generic use) appear; this form of assignment may be to the default 
class or phonological (assignment?) when compatibility with the semantics of the 
class exists. 

 
The majority of loanwords are integrated into Pular according to (14i) or (14iii). There is a 

series of words belonging to (14i) which do not refer to human beings, but which are 
morphologically integrated in the singular form into the class of human beings. The second 
category of integration (14ii), where phonologically and semantically compatible loanword 
endings are reanalysed as agreement markers, is exemplified in (6). The third category of 
integration includes words which may or may not bear a noun class suffix in the singular. The 
selection of a class in this category of nouns also undergoes semantic criteria of compatibility.  

These different integration options and the corresponding linguistic parameters are 
summed up in the following table: 
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Table 5: Degrees of integration in the class system of Pular 
 
Parameters/ options Option I Option II Option III 

Class affiliation through agreement marker through agreement marker through suffix 
except in generic 
use 

Morphology no suffix in singular reanalysis of the ending as 
singular agreement marker; 
suffix in plural use 

assignment of a 
singular and plural 
suffix 

Semantic and 
phonological 
assignment 

default assignment to the 
class for humans 

phonological assignment 
when semantic 
compatibility exists 

default assignment 
or phonological 
assignment when 
semantic 
compatibility 
exists  

 
 

In a sample of 122 Mande loanwords the above options are distributed as in the following 
table:  

 
Table 6: Representation of integration options in the class system of Pular 

 
Option I 60% 

Option II 7% 

Option III 33% 

 
The interpretation of these facts in terms of change in the morphological structure of Pular 

leads to the following innovations: 
 

(i) Instead of a canonical bimorphemic word structure as in (1), there appears a new 
monomorphemic singular template, i.e. only the stem. The class suffix does not 
occur in the singular. Such a structure seldom exists in Pular nominals; it is 
attested only in functional categories such as conjunctions, prepositions, etc. The 
new structure is: 

 
(15) 
 
 

(ii) The morphological spectrum of the singular class for humans extends to many 
other words that do not refer to humans.  

(iii) The balance between the two classes -ƌo (sing.) and -ƃe (pl.) is therefore 
disturbed, as many integrated loanwords exhibiting concordance with -ƌo in the 
singular have a non-human plural -ƌe or -ƌi. The rigorous pairing -ƌo/-ƃe 
thereby disappears. Examples of -ƌo/-ƃe pairing (with an indigenous word) and -
ƌo/-ƌe or -ƌi pairing (with a loanword) are shown below: lan-ƌo ‘king’ vs. lan-
ƃe ‘kings’, kooraa ‘kora’ vs. kooraa-ji ‘koras’. 

 
(16) a.  lan-ƌo m aw-ƌo m o  yiiƌ-en  on  ko janan-o  
  king-CL old-CL REL  see-PERF.1PL DEF be foreigner-CL 
  ‘The old king we saw is a foreigner’ 

Stem + ∅  
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(16) b. lan-ƃe  m aw-ƃe  ƃe  yii-ƌen ƃen  ko janan-ƃe 
  king-CL.PL old-CL.PL  REL.PL see-PERF.PL DEF be Foreigner-CL.PL 
  ‘The old kings we saw are foreigners’ 

 
(17) a. kooraa  m o  sood-uƌaa  on  ko kiƌƌ-o  
  kora REL  buy-PERF.2SG  DEF be old-CL 
  ‘the little kora (which) you bought is an old one’ 

 
(17) b. kooraa-ji   ƌ i  sood-uƌaa ƌ i n ko kiƌƌ-i  
  kora-CL.PL REL buy-PERF.2SG DEF be old-CL.PL 
  ‘the little koras (which) you bought are old ones’ 

 
What, then, are the consequences of such changes for the stability of the class system of 

Pular? This is an important question, given that this language undergoes a very high degree of 
borrowing both from the surrounding Mande languages and from French.14 To make a 
comparison, it is necessary to show first the distribution or productivity of different classes in 
the original language, i.e. Pular, and then to see how they are affected by the increasing 
amount of borrowed lexemes.  

3. Proportion of noun classes in Pular and in the loanwords 

Which classes are more frequent in Pular and which ones change through borrowing? To 
answer the first question I used indigenous Pular nouns from a 630 item wordlist. The 
distribution of classes is shown in the following chart 1. 

Two noun class suffixes are dominant in this chart: -ƌo and -nde, which are assigned to 
more than 40% of all Pular nouns. Other important class suffixes are -ngal, -ndu and -ndi, 
which together make about 30% of nouns. All other classes are under 5%. -nge, -mba, -ko 
and -ka are the least frequent classes. The plural classes -ƃe, -ƌe and -ƌi are taken into 
account, because some nouns like coofe ‘urine’, ley-nooki ‘armpit’ etc., appear only in the 
plural form. However, they are inflectional categories, whose primary function is plural 
building and not singular marking. 
 

                                                   
14 Other varieties of Fula are in contact, for example, with English (Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Gambia) or 

Arabic (Sudan, Chad, Mauritania), etc. 
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Chart 1: Distribution of noun classes in Pular 

 
 

In chart 2 I show the proportions to which the various noun class suffixes are assigned to 
foreign nouns: 

 
Chart 2: Proportion of noun class suffixes in loanwords 
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For this chart an enlarged list of 1080 loanwords from other languages than Mande 
(French, Arabic etc.) was analyzed. The analysis shows that more than two third of loanwords 
are integrated into the class for humans. All other class suffixes account for less than 25% of 
the remaining noun loanwords. Of these, 11.3% are allocated to the class -nde, 6.3% to -ngal 
and 4.5% to the class -ndu. No other single class reaches even 2%. The following conclusions 
can be drawn from the two charts above: 
 
(i)  Although the list of integrated loanwords (1080) is much larger than that of the 

genuine Pular words from the 630 item word list, the latter has a higher variation of 
class suffixes. 
 

(ii)  There is a certain symmetry in the proportional distribution of classes; the classes that 
account for the highest proportion of indigenous Pular words in Chart 2 are also those 
that occur most frequently with loanwords in Chart 3. 

 
The following comparative chart combines these statistics and shows this symmetry: 

 
Chart 3: Noun classes in Pular vs. loanwords 

 
 
The most significant observation we can make about this chart is the overwhelming 

dominance of the class for humans in the loanwords. This is in correlation with the role of this 
class as the default noun class for non-classifiable nouns, i.e. nouns that cannot be assigned to 
other classes on semantic and phonological grounds. Class markers such as -ƃe, -ƌan, -ƌe, -ƌi, 
-ko, -nge, -ngo are not attested with loanwords. They belong to two different categories:  

 
- The first category are plural markers: -ƃe, -ƌan, -ƌe, and -ƌi. Loanwords which do not 
refer to ‘human’ cannot build their plural in the human class -ƃe, even if the singular form 
bears the corresponding marker -ɗo for ‘humans’. Instead of - ƃe they are put in one of the 
two plural classes for ‘non-human’ -ƌe or -ƌi.  
 
- The second category are -ko, -nge, -ngo. These are very restrictively used, e.g. -nge for 
nag-ge ‘cow’, naa-nge ‘sun’, yiit-e ‘fire’ and hee-ge ‘hunger’; -ko for haa-ko ‘grass’ and 
son-ko ‘quarrel’; -ngo for example in jun-ngo ‘hand’, fon-ngo ‘river bank’, etc. 
Members of this category belong to the semantic domains associated with “low 
borrowability”, following the scale developed by Tadmor and Haspelmath (2009). These 
authors classify the lexicon in major semantic sets according to their ‘borrowability’ in the 
most cases of documented language contact situations. They state that semantic categories 
like ‘emotion and values, sense perception and body parts’ belong to a series of semantic 
fields which have a low scale of ‘borrowability’. 
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4. Conclusions 

In conclusion to this study we come to the following findings: 
 

(i) My initial presumption that Pular loanwords are automatically and systematically 
incorporated into a noun class could not be fully validated. This is true for just 
7% of the observed loanwords (see (14)), which are suffixed with a noun class 
marker and behave like genuine Pular words. 

(ii) The incorporation of loanwords into the lexicon causes imbalance in the noun 
class system of Pular. 

(iii) The amount of classes decreases gradually and some of the remaining classes are 
unproductive and have very particular semantic domains. 
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